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A classic reference book that has been used by millions all over the world, Roget&#146;s

International Thesaurus is the product of more than a century and a half of continual expansion,

reorganization, and improvement. Today this book is not only the most time-tested and bestselling

thesaurus ever, but, newly revised, it is also the most up-to-date and comprehensive reflection of

the English language as it is currently used.   The revolutionary achievement of Dr. Peter Mark

Roget&#146;s first edition in 1852 was the development of a brand-new principle: the arrangement

of words and phrases according to their meanings. Dr. Roget&#146;s system brings together in one

place all the terms associated with a single thought or concept; it allows a wide-ranging survey of

language within a book of relatively modest size, without the space-consuming repetitions that so

severely limit the scope of thesauruses arranged in a dictionary format with A-to-Z entries. This

brilliant organization makes Roget&#146;s International Thesaurus both the most efficient word

finder and a cutting-edge aid in stimulating thought, organizing ideas, and writing and speaking

more clearly and effectively.   This revised and updated seventh edition features thousands of new

words and phrases, including the newest slang words and expressions that color and inform

everyday language. At the same time, it retains all the hallmarks that have made Roget&#146;s

International Thesaurus the most popular word reference book next to the dictionary.  --This text

refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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A classic reference book that has been used by millions all over the world, RogetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s

International Thesaurus is the product of more than a century and a half of continual expansion,

reorganization, and improvement. Today this book is not only the most time-tested and bestselling

thesaurus ever, but, newly revised, it is also the most up-to-date and comprehensive reflection of

the English language as it is currently used. The revolutionary achievement of Dr. Peter Mark

RogetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s first edition in 1852 was the development of a brand-new principle: the

arrangement of words and phrases according to their meanings. Dr. RogetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s system brings

together in one place all the terms associated with a single thought or concept; it allows a

wide-ranging survey of language within a book of relatively modest size, without the

space-consuming repetitions that so severely limit the scope of thesauruses arranged in a dictionary

format with A-to-Z entries. This brilliant organization makes RogetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s International

Thesaurus both the most efficient word finder and a cutting-edge aid in stimulating thought,

organizing ideas, and writing and speaking more clearly and effectively. This revised and updated

seventh edition features thousands of new words and phrases, including the newest slang words

and expressions that color and inform everyday language. At the same time, it retains all the

hallmarks that have made RogetÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s International Thesaurus the most popular word

reference book next to the dictionary. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this

title.

Dr. Barbara Ann Kipfer is a lexicographer and reviser of Roget's International Thesaurus, as well as

author of 14,000 Things to Be Happy About.  --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable

edition of this title.

Purchasing a new thesaurus is fraught with peril! My 1968 Roget's Pocket Thesaurus crumbles into

dust.Now on my desk - a 1983 Roget's Pocket Thesaurus, edited by Mawson, and Roget's

International Thesaurus 7th edition (2010), edited by Kipfer. Thankfully, each has an index and

preserves Peter Roget's schema of 'biological classification'. Each of these versions has its uses. I

more often reach for my 1983 pocket edition because it's handy, literally. The Kipfer is also very

good and clues one in to contemporary usage; but at five times the size. If you habitually care for

words, there's no grief in having two or even three treasure troves. I also confess to having a Pocket

Oxford American Thesaurus 2nd edition (alphabetic form); also truly useful but not truly pocket

sized. You could lose yourself in any of the three, especially while writing the paper due in the

morning.If I were choosing just one thesaurus to get lost in, my 1983 would win. But combining two



attributes - humanly pocket-sized and categorical schema - made for a long search. I waited several

months before a never-used 1983 pocket text showed up for sale. You probably want a new

thesaurus before old age ensues.As to just one thesaurus, I suggest without hesitation the Kipfer

Roget's International Thesaurus 7th edition. Buy a bigger book bag.

Peter Roget is the man! The two-stage lookup process brings you to a list of meanings; then you

move to the next section to find synonyms for that meaning. Because the "meanings" section covers

all word forms (noun, verb, adjective, etc.) and is thematically arranged, there is huge browsing

potential. There is no thesaurus like a Roget's thesaurus. Nothing online and nothing else in print

comes close. (And that includes the Roget's "New" Thesaurus, a huge step down from the original!)

This fourth edition of Roget's is the most sought-after version of this well-loved thesaurus.I was

pleased to find a good clean copy from an excellent  vendor.I also recommend "The Thinker's

Thesaurus."With these two volumes you can conquer the world. (of English)

I was looking for an excellent thesaurus for my personal use as well as a family reference. After

reading reviews of numerous books in this category, I settled upon Roget's Thesaurus and am glad

I did as this is a well-organized thesaurus that deviates from many others in the category in that

instead of following an alphabetical listing of words, it groups words under categories, which proves

to be practical as it avoids unnecessary repetitions.This seventh edition (the most recently updated

version) contains 464,000 words and phrases which have been organized under categories

according to their respective meanings. There is also a comprehensive index for ease of

reference.There are fifteen categories:The Body and the SensesFeelingsPlace and Change of

PlaceMeasure and ShapeLiving ThingsNatural PhenomenaBehavior and the WillLanguageHuman

Society and InstitutionsValues and IdealsArtsOccupations and CraftsSports and AmusementsThe

Mind and IdeasScience and TechnologyI found this thesaurus easy to navigate (once you got used

to the format), practical, as well as informative. It has proven to be an indispensable reference that

helps me with my writing and language needs.

This was a gift for my husband, since he writes poetry. He has the previous version, but it was really

outdated. This thesaurus isn't arranged in alphabetical order; the arrangement of words and

phrases go according to their meanings, which my husband finds very useful and he thinks it's the

most effective and efficient way of finding words. It's a very powerful tool for anyone who is into



writing!

Fantastic source for alternate words. Good teaching tool for those trying to learn English. My tutee

took to it immediately.

This is a book I use daily. I like to turn the pages and find just the right word.

Yes, for a research tome, its that good. Barbara Ann Kipfer is a legend in the field of linguistics. She

goes a step further in this edition by presenting 15 classifications, such as "shapes," "measure and

shape," "place," and so forth. I prefer this edition over newer versions.
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